
Our company is looking for an insights & analytics. Please review the list of
responsibilities and qualifications. While this is our ideal list, we will consider
candidates that do not necessarily have all of the qualifications, but have sufficient
experience and talent.

Responsibilities for insights & analytics

Vet, on-board, and serve as owner/expert on a third-party data business
intelligence marketing hub
Establish Benchmark reporting across all media that includes Audience
Science media, Entertainment Benchmarks and, where feasible, vs
Provide in-depth, but digestible and visual campaign analysis for all
campaigns in a timely manner
This position will report to the VP of Account Services, but will also be
expected to extensively support the entire team
Assist the Senior Director to drive the strategic priorities for the PMCP team
with the personal accountability for dashboard metrics, reporting and cost
transparency
Lead the timely production and insights analysis for the suite of CB
Operations Dashboards (Executive, Business, Centre level) and present to
Senior Executive audiences
Provide thought leadership to enable greater transparency into the key
drivers, activities and initiatives that impact CB Operations cost allocations to
the Businesses, by leveraging the Enterprise Costing Database
Provide leadership from strategic planning to tactical execution on Resource
Optimization for CB Operations, supporting multiple lines of businesses &
channels
Lead the EPM Centre of Excellence (CoE) by providing thought leadership on
the ongoing support and analysis of EPM-enabled areas, to ensure that the
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Lead a team of 5-6 individuals and support the broader PMCP team

Qualifications for insights & analytics

Takes initiative and is a self-starter, with self-confidence and a sense of
approachability and humbleness
Must have worked with syndicated media tools
Highly proficient in Microsoft office tools (Excel, PowerPoint, Word)
Excellent English language communication
Good conceptual thinking and ideation skills
Excellent presentation-building skills


